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Abstract 

From the cultural creativity, character design, product modelling design, interface 
design, interior design in five aspects, as applied to the analysis of BYD Han on the 
appearance of interior of Chinese cultural elements, inspiration and design performance, 
from the industrial civilization development, design, the importance and the 
connotation of national culture in the industrial product function three Angle analysis 
the design of the hidden behind the trend, so as to obtain reasonable reference and 
enlightenment for the future product development of China's independent automobile 
brand and the design integration of national excellent culture. 
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1. Introduction 

As one of the leaders of new energy vehicles in the world, BYD's new energy vehicles ranked 
first in the national sales of new energy vehicles for the sixth consecutive year in 2019 with the 
sales volume of 219,353 units. In recent years, the sales volume of new energy vehicles in the 
world is also one of the best. The great success in the field of new energy vehicles not only 
benefits from the core technical advantages and good reputation of the three power companies 
(battery, electric control and motor), but also contributes to the continuous improvement of 
the overall "face value" of vehicles and the innovative injection of Chinese cultural elements in 
vehicle design. This gives BYD new energy vehicle brand a unique sensory experience and 
cultural connotation, and is endowed with a new soul and spirit, greatly enhancing the 
competitiveness of its products. On July 12, 2020, BYD announced the official launch of "global 
super safe intelligent new energy flagship car" - Han, which includes two versions of Han EV 
(pure electric) and Han DM (plug-in hybrid). This eye-catching car shows a strong Chinese style. 
It integrates Chinese traditional culture into modern automobile industry, showing the beauty 
of Chinese culture. It makes people appreciate a kind of avant-garde design with oriental charm, 
and reveals the national cultural confidence that makes Chinese people proud. 

2. Naming methods of Chinese traditional cultural characteristics 

In the long history of the Chinese nation, "the strong Han Dynasty flourished in Tang Dynasty" 
are the two most impressive dynasties. The Han Dynasty, also known as Dahan, is a unified 
dynasty after the Qin Dynasty, including the Western Han Dynasty and the Eastern Han Dynasty, 
which lasted for 29 emperors and lasted for 407 years. In its heyday, the Han Dynasty, 
juxtaposed with the European and Roman empires at the same time, was called the two most 
advanced, civilized and powerful empires in the world at that time. The prosperity of the Han 
Dynasty included military hegemony, but also made great achievements in the field of science 
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and technology, such as improving papermaking, making it one of the four great inventions in 
China, inventing seismograph and armillary sphere, and writing Nine Chapters of Arithmetic, 
etc. As a powerful dynasty in Chinese history, the Han Dynasty made great achievements in 
internal affairs and diplomacy, and was the most powerful country in the world at that time, 
leaving a strong mark in the long history of China and even the world. BYD is very interested in 
the great historical achievements of the Han Dynasty, and hopes to create a new energy 
automobile product that can show in the market and complement the glorious history of the 
ancient Han Dynasty in China. 

As we all know, batteries are the core components of new energy vehicles. At present, there are 
mainly two kinds of batteries used in new energy vehicles in the market, which are ternary 
lithium batteries and lithium iron phosphate batteries. At present, the ternary lithium battery 
occupies the mainstream of the market due to its high density and long battery life, but it does 
not meet people's expectations in terms of safety. LFP blade battery, also known as "super 
lithium iron phosphate battery", is the latest new energy battery technology launched by BYD. 
Benefiting from the strong side strength of the blade battery and the reinforcement of the upper 
and lower honeycomb aluminum plates pushed by the battery, the blade battery pack has super 
strength. Because of the safety of LFP material and the special structure of blade battery, LFP 
blade battery has no fire or explosion when passing the needling test, and the surface 
temperature is maintained at 30-60 degrees during the needling test, which has the 
characteristics of super strength and super safety. In addition, the core of the blade battery also 
adopts lamination technology, and the battery pack adopts module-free technology, which can 
improve the energy density of the battery pack by 50% [1]. This makes it super safe, and it also 
has super endurance comparable to ternary lithium batteries. It also has a longer service life 
and lower price cost. It is a technological innovation and a heavy product in the field of new 
energy batteries, and it is also a battery innovation technology with certain subversive ability. 
It is highly anticipated by BYD and widely concerned and valued by consumers.  

The flagship coupe model launched by BYD in July 2020 is the first model equipped with blade 
battery technology. It took BYD 11 years to polish this new model, and the importance of this 
car for BYD is self-evident. In addition, BYD also has the world-class ultra-low wind resistance 
coefficient of 0.233cd, and the super-running acceleration performance of the pure electric 
four-wheel drive version of 3.9 seconds per 100 kilometers, which almost represents BYD's 
highest "combat power" in the field of new energy vehicles. BYD Company is very much looking 
forward to this new car to "break the border and make contributions" in the field of new energy 
vehicles, and write its glorious history like the great Han Dynasty in China. For this reason, BYD 
named this ace model with super lithium iron phosphate battery (LFP blade battery) Han. 
Compared with the naming methods commonly used by Chinese automobile brands today, such 
as X7, S6, C4, C30, V5, GS5, etc. The name of BYD Han is not only a simple car name, but also a 
national cultural symbol with high national characteristics. The naming of Han Dynasty is to 
make the past serve the present, and it is also a cultural creation. It is the fifth model named 
after Chinese historical dynasties after BYD Qin, song, yuan and Tang Dynasties. It further opens 
a new situation of the integration of Chinese culture and car names. It integrates the ancient 
Chinese dynasty culture with the name of modern automobile industry products, conveys the 
cultural power of the Chinese nation, shows the strong historical foundation of Chinese culture 
to the world, and gives strong support to the Chinese people National pride, also express the 
strong competitiveness of this new energy luxury car. 

3. Innovative design and integrated application of Chinese characters 

Chinese characters are the official characters in China, called Chinese, which is one of the 
characters that can maximize the graphic tradition [6]. It is not only a symbol of communication, 
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but also a carrier of splendid Chinese culture. The design of Chinese independent brands should 
include such excellent elements as Chinese characters, which not only reflects the cultural 
confidence of Chinese brands, but also reflects the responsibility of Chinese brands-inheriting 
and developing Chinese excellent traditional culture. Text itself is an expression of information 
design. BYD's design team ingeniously adopted the Chinese character "Han" as the Logo, which 
is consistent with the name of the vehicle model, conveys the logo information of the vehicle 
model from the function, and presents the rich connotation of Chinese culture in artistic 
expression, which is both eye-catching and unique, and has a high degree of national 
recognition. However, the Chinese character "Han" in this logo is not a doctrine of borrowing, 
it is an innovative design of Chinese characters, as shown in Figure 1, which adopts the design 
idea of integrating traditional Chinese characters with modern simplified Chinese characters. 
The left half of the logo "Han" is designed from the seal script font of the early Han Dynasty, 
while the right half is designed with modern simplified "Han" character and seal script font. The 
innovative design of the combination of the two reflects the ancient and modern collision of 
Chinese characters, symbolizing fusion and rebirth. It also implies that BYD-Han will inherit the 
accumulation of Chinese long-standing culture and self-confidence in opening up a new field. 
The visual beauty and cultural connotation coexist, with full details. 

 

 
Fig. 1 "Han" Logo 

 

BYD's designers marked the innovative Chinese Logo on the inside and outside of the car body, 
in the middle of the front of the car, in the middle of the four wheels of the car, in the middle of 
the steering wheel in the car, on the headrest of the seat back in the car and on the hidden door 
handle. The expression technique of "Chinese" Logo and Chinese vehicle design is very 
characteristic of Chinese traditional culture and art. The logo in the middle of the front of the 
car is embedded in the center of the chrome trim strip on the front face of the car in the form of 
Chinese relief art, which not only has a strong Chinese style, but also makes it highly 
recognizable. On the most eye-catching hidden door handle of the car door, BYD inlaid the 
redesigned "Chinese" Logo in the form of ancient Chinese seal cutting. When the door is 
unlocked and the sensing button on the door handle is touched, the door handle with clearly 
visible Chinese characters will pop up slowly, and the Chinese style with ancient charm will 
come face to face, and the sense of technology and fashion will coexist, as shown in Figure 2. In 
the car, BYD also decorated the "Chinese" Logo on the headrest of the seat with the expression 
of ancient Chinese embroidery technology, highlighting the exquisiteness and elegance of 
Chinese art and culture and the Chinese temperament of the car. 

In addition, the Chinese logo is also used on the keys in the car. Among the domestic car owners, 
many people don't know much about English. After buying a car, many car owners have a 
headache when facing the English buttons in the car, and they have to look at the instructions 
before they can use it skillfully. Almost all the function buttons in BYD Han cars are marked in 
Chinese, such as engine start and stop button, automatic air conditioning button, adaptive 
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cruise setting button, driving mode selection button, etc. The application of Chinese logo design 
to function buttons improves the convenience of visualization, makes the function of each 
button clear at a glance, helps drivers understand the function of each button faster and more 
directly, and also shows the inheritance and development of Chinese culture. 

 

 
Fig. 2 "Han" elements on hidden door handles 

 

4. Chinese Loong elements into the body design 

4.1. The morphological characteristics and cultural connotation of Chinese 
Loong 

Chinese Loong was created in the totem worship of primitive people in the land of China, and 
its unique form is the result of Chinese ancient people's inclusive use of comprehensive thinking 
to various creatures. In the meantime, the ancestors' fear, dependence, confused imagination, 
religious taste and aesthetic pleasure on their own outside world run through, permeate and 
condense. What is the image of Chinese Loong? In Song Dynasty, Luo Yuan's Er Ya Yi Volume 28 
quoted Wang Fu's words: " Loong have horns like deer, eyes like rabbits, eyes like snakes, 
bellies like snakes, scales like fish, claws like eagles, palms like tigers, ears like cattle". The Ming 
Dynasty's "Compendium of Materia Medica, Wing" says: "The Loong is the leader of scale insects. 
Wang Fu said it has nine similarities in appearance: camel-like head, deer-like horns, rabbit-
like eyes, ox-like ears, snake-like belly, carp-like scales, eagle-like claws and tiger-like palms. Its 
back has eighty-one scales. It sounds like a copper plate. There is beard near the mouth, pearl 
under the beard, and lamella under the throat. The great mountains on the head, also known as 
ruler wood, cannot ascend to heaven without ruler wood. Breathing air can become a cloud, 
which can change both water and fire. " There are many records about it in ancient books, and 
the images of Chinese Loong have different modeling characteristics in different historical 
stages. Ming and Qing Dynasties are the last two stages of the evolution of Chinese Loong images, 
and they are also the most widely used and most retained stage at present. Taking the Loong 
images in Ming and Qing Dynasties in China as an example, this paper briefly discusses its 
morphological characteristics: the Loong's head is full, its eyes are prominent, and it must be 
fluttered. The Loong 's mouth is generally open, with its teeth open and its tongue spit out. Its 
hair is loose, its tip extends backward, its head is enlarged correspondingly, and its cheeks are 
elongated. The length of the body is generally eight to nine times that of the head, and it is often 
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used for escaping. There are flames on four legs, which are magical and powerful. Long Lin are 
evenly distributed on the body, and the dorsal fins are very neat. Some dorsal fins have double 
lines and double ribs, which are painted with patterns. The caudal fin is enlarged, which is 
consistent with the curl of the Loong 's body. Some of them are curled into strips, and some of 
them are tied with wires, which are beautiful and vivid [2]. 

Chinese Loong totem is a typical representative of Chinese cultural tradition, and Chinese Loong 
culture is a great creation of the Chinese nation. It is a spiritual link to maintain the unity and 
forge ahead of the Chinese nation in thousands of years of historical development, and contains 
extremely rich contents. Loong in China is one of the most noble, distinguished, capable, 
altruistic, emotional and other attributes. It has its own extraordinary momentum, strange and 
mysterious power, and it will always attract the descendants of the Chinese people for 
generations. Chinese Loong is the embodiment of justice, which not only represents the noble 
status, but also represents the kindness of the Chinese people. It blesses the whole people, 
harmonizes everything, blesses people with good weather, benefits the country and the people, 
and can protect the people from disasters [3]. "Guanzi · Wuxing" records that the Yellow 
Emperor "got the Air Loong and identified in the East", and the "historical records · Fengchan 
book" records that "the Yellow Emperor got the virtue of the earth, and the Yellow Loong saw 
the earthworm". That is to say, our ancestors were always guided, helped and protected by 
Loong at important events and critical moments. The Chinese Loong 's spirit of being positive, 
diligent and brave, and constantly innovating is loved and respected by people, and all Chinese 
people call themselves "descendants of the Loong " [7]. It is the embodiment and illusion of the 
Chinese nation's pursuit and desire, reflects the Chinese nation's value orientation, and is the 
symbol of the Chinese nation's spirit, which can bring joy, auspiciousness, love and peace to the 
human world [3]. For thousands of years, the Chinese nation has been proud of its "descendants 
of Loong s". The profound meaning of Chinese Loong culture has already flowed in the blood of 
"descendants of Loong", and the image of Chinese Loong has become one of the main cultural 
symbols of the Chinese nation. 

The Loong culture in China is a great creation of the Chinese nation. It is the spiritual link to 
maintain the unity and forge ahead of the Chinese nation in thousands of years of historical 
development, and contains extremely rich contents. Loong is one of the most sacred objects in 
China, which is distinguished, distinguished, capable, altruistic, and full of feelings. It has its 
own extraordinary momentum, strange and mysterious power, and it will always attract the 
descendants of the Chinese people for generations. It is the embodiment of justice, not only 
representing noble status, but also representing the kindness of Chinese people. It blesses the 
health, harmonizes all things, blesses people for good weather and peace, and protects people 
from disasters. "Guanzi · Wuxing" records that the Yellow Emperor "got the Air Long and 
identified in the East", and the "historical records · Fengchan book" records that "the Yellow 
Emperor got the virtue of the earth, and the Yellow Loong saw the earthworm". That is to say, 
the ancestors of the Chinese people always received the guidance, help and protection of the 
Loong at major events and critical moments. It is also the embodiment and illusion of the 
pursuit and desire of the Chinese nation, reflects the value orientation of the Chinese nation, 
and is the symbol of the Chinese national spirit, which can bring happiness, auspiciousness, love 
and peace to the human world. For thousands of years, the Chinese nation has been proud of 
"the descendants of the Loong ". The profound connotation of Chinese Loong culture has 
already flowed into the blood of "the descendants of Loong ". The image of Chinese Loong has 
also become one of the main cultural symbols of the Chinese nation. 

4.2. BYD Han's appearance design inherits the charm of Chinese Loong 

In 2016, Wolfgang Josef Egger, an international automobile design master and former chief 
designer of Audi Automobile Group, joined BYD Group and became the automobile design 
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director of BYD. He and BYD design team absorbed the essence of Chinese history and culture 
and created a brand-new BYD design system with Chinese Loong elements as the design origin, 
called Loong Face design language [5]. This design language has received positive feedback 
from the market on the appearance of BYD Song MAX model and "Dynasty" concept car. The 
appearance of the new generation of BYD Tang and Qin Pro and the new meta-models 
introduced later all adopted Loong Face design language, and the new automobile appearance 
design this year was also called " Loong Face 1.0" era. At the same time, BYD's design team 
continued to explore Chinese Loong elements and systematically explored Loong elements in 
automobile design, and finally completed the design of " Loong Face 2.0" on the appearance of 
BYD Song Pro, which was listed last year. The appearance of BYD Han pushed the Loong Face 
design language to the 3.0 era. 

BYD Han is divided into Han DM and Han EV models, and the two models are completely 
identical in appearance except the "front face" of the car body, as shown in Figure 3. BYD design 
team takes Chinese Loong culture as the keynote, and Loong face, Loong mouth, Loong beard, 
Loong crystal, Long Lin and Loong claw have become important design elements. Let's talk 
about Han DM first. A long silver chrome trim strip is designed above the air intake center net 
on the front face of the car body. This chrome-plated decorative strip is inspired by the Loong 
beard of Chinese Loong, which runs through the "front face" of the whole car body, showing a 
strong sense of strength. At the same time, under the "front face" of the car is a large-sized 
hexagonal air intake grille, which is inspired by the Loong mouth opened by Chinese Loong, and 
has a strong visual impact, and is full of high-grade texture, which also highlights the positioning 
of Han DM's flagship car. In the appearance design of Han EV, due to the product characteristics 
that pure tram does not need large air intake, the designer transformed the hexagonal air intake 
grille with "Loong mouth " shape into a racing curved surface design, which made the "front 
face" of the car very simple and atmospheric, with a sense of the times. Whether it is the plug-
in hybrid version or the pure electric version of Han, "Loong beard " is one of the most 
important components in its design language, and it is also the most indispensable element in 
the new Loong Face 3.0 design language, which is also vividly applied in the design of Han's 
front lights. In Loong face 1.0 and 2.0 design languages, LED headlights with "Loong Crystal" as 
the inspiration source are inherited and redesigned. The left and right headlights of Han 
Dynasty form a whole under the interspersed series of luminous " Loong whiskers". The blue 
atmosphere lights on the part of " Loong whisker" not only have a strong sense of science and 
technology, but also have an air of " Loong King's contempt" visually, which is full of fighting 
sense. When the vehicle is unlocked, the light "flies" between the daytime light and the 
atmosphere light, creating the momentum of the awakening of China's Loong. From the "front 
face", the car is like a Loong lying on the ground. When the lights are turned on, the dynamic 
effect of the light bar is like finishing the finishing touch, and the dynamic feeling is wonderful. 
On the vehicle side, BYD design team designed the body shape like a Loong galloping on the 
road according to the flying posture of Chinese Loong. Wan Ruo Youlong's profile can't find a 
redundant line, which runs through the waist line of the car body to create a dive posture. The 
waist line of the rear fender jumps and turns, giving people a sense of strength of "Youlong in 
the air". The intersection of body D-pillar and body shoulder line is decorated with "Long Lin", 
which is full of movement and sharpness. In the design of the lamp group at the rear of the car 
body, the design element of the Loong n claw is used, and the shape of the tail light side is the 
characteristic of the claw mark, which expresses the rich power of the Loong claw incisively 
and vividly. In the design of pneumatic hub banners, the lines are simple without losing tension, 
which makes the overall proportion balanced and full, just like the claws of a flying Loong, 
which has great visual impact. When Han is driving, it can be seen that BYD designers depict 
the speed and power of Loong with vigorous brushstrokes, express Han's smart Youlong 
posture, and cast Loong totems in Chinese culture into avant-garde and dynamic shapes. 
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Fig. 3 "Front face" of BYD Han 

 

5. Chinese aesthetic interior design interprets the new charm of national 
style 

5.1. Take the traditional Chinese architecture as the prototype to create a 
unique new Chinese style 

Since ancient times, both Chinese architecture and profound Chinese culture have exerted 
endless charm and influenced countless people. BYD Han takes this as the prototype, effectively 
combines the connotation of Chinese architectural culture with modern automobile industry, 
and presents unique national style and new charm in interior design. Han's interior design first 
draws on the essence of Chinese architectural design, and adopts the embracing classical space 
order with symmetrical left and right, clear relationship and full three-dimensional sense in the 
overall layout of "Pin", thus creating a luxurious style of new Chinese household style. If distinct 
levels and patchwork are the unique characteristics of Chinese architecture, then Han is the 
excellent inheritor of this style. Han's center console adopts Chinese classical symmetrical 
design, centering on the large-size suspended central control panel, and is arranged to both 
sides, which divides the primary and secondary spatial relationship between the front and rear 
areas. The display and functional areas of the main and auxiliary instrument panel lights extend 
to both sides along the central axis, creating a driving space with a full sense of embracing at 
the same time. The center console is well-defined and strewn at random, with Chinese 
architectural characteristics, as shown in Figure 4. The audio speakers located at the ends of 
both sides of the front panel have an irregular trapezoidal posture composed of soft lines, which 
are like flying eaves on both sides of Chinese ancient buildings, creating a smart and lively 
interior atmosphere, and also making the overall shape of the front panel of the interior rich in 
changes, making it look more perfect. The design of the core sounding part of the loudspeaker 
is taken from the round "ripple" shape of the palace caisson, and modern interpretation is 
carried out, so that the traditional beauty can be integrated into the modern automobile space 
life in a new way. 

Architecture is not only the symbol of the times, but also the precipitation of culture. The Big 
Wild Goose Pagoda in Xi 'an can be described as a cultural treasure among Chinese ancient 
buildings, especially the appearance structure of the Big Wild Goose Pagoda, which is full of a 
magnificent oriental momentum. The inspiration of BYD Han's air-conditioning outlet design 
comes from the appearance of the Big Wild Goose Pagoda. By extracting the array layout from 
the Big Wild Goose Pagoda and combining with the modern design concept, the architectural 
prototype of the seven-story Big Wild Goose Pagoda is combined into a seven-story air-
conditioning outlet design with similar characteristics, as shown in Figure 5. In this way, the 
overall shape of Chinese interior can not only be full of strong national style and new charm, 
but also echo the characteristics of Chinese home "Multiple storeys of treasure like attic ", which 
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is different in vertical and horizontal, uneven in height and scattered, showing its unique and 
highly personalized design attitude. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Interior layout of Han Dynasty 

 

 
Fig. 5 Han Interior air conditioning outlet design and China Xi 'an Dayan Tower 
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5.2. Adopt the red and black contrast design of Han Dynasty for beauty 

Han Dynasty is a period in which red and black are regarded as beauty, and the aristocratic 
costumes in Han Dynasty are mostly black and red. Emperor's sacrificial garments highlight 
their noble status with black and red as positive colors, civil servants' robes are black and black, 
military officers' robes are red and black, and scholars also need to wear black and red color 
matching dresses on grand occasions such as weddings and ceremonies in the Han Dynasty [4]. 
Therefore, BYD's design team chose "Suzaku Red" and "Xuanwu Black" as the main colors of 
Chinese interiors, as shown in Figure 4. This color scheme integrates the unique color beauty 
of Han Dynasty into automobile interior design, and makes China's long-standing traditional 
color culture serve the present. In addition, in order to better meet the individual needs of 
consumers, there are two Chinese color combinations to choose from: "Kirin Brown" which is 
calm and restrained, "Xuanwu Black" which is solemn in atmosphere, and "Sky Grey" which is 
smart and far-reaching and "Solar Eclipse Blue" which is deep and quiet. 

5.3. Extended application of Chinese Loong elements 

Han's co-pilot's front panel is integrated with the atmosphere light with Loong scales texture, 
and the "Long Lin" sewing texture on the seat is an extension of BYD Loong Face design 
language in the interior. The decorative plate opposite the passenger seat is designed as a 
transparent Long Lin, and its color can change with the atmosphere and air quality inside the 
car. This unique lighting design can give people an eye-catching surprise when it is turned on 
at night. The lighting effect of Long Lin texture on the decorative board looks very mysterious 
in the east and fashionable in science and technology, as shown in Figure 5. Han's interior seats 
are matched with the delicate texture and soft touch of Nappa leather, and the Long Lin-shaped 
pattern outlined by two-way stitching, which successfully penetrates Chinese Loong elements 
into aesthetic design. The design of the operating assembly position in the central saddle of the 
car is unique. The shift lever head will light up the Loong scale light in the shape of "double 
lungs" at night, which is matched with the halo design of one-button start button, giving people 
a visual impact of "energy source". The design here is named "Heart of Loong Engine". 

 

 
Fig. 6 Copilot " Loong scale" trim panel 

 

5.4. Taiji elements in interactive pages 

The UI design of the central control panel in Han's interior combines the essence of Chinese 
traditional culture, and the whole interface design is inspired by Chinese Taiji culture. In the 
design, Han absorbed Chinese traditional Tai Chi elements to create the "Xiao Di" voice icon, 
and incorporated the unpredictable characteristics of Tai Chi, with yin and yang balance, 
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dynamic and static instruments, which can evolve into different forms according to various 
situations such as weather changes, scene transformation, etc., including normal state, 
identification of the main driver, identification of the co-driver, processing, identification of 
obstacles, broadcasting, music, green and so on. It combines the source of visual aesthetics in 
ancient and modern times with the principle of human-computer interaction and sensing. The 
first screen interface is applied to three interfaces inspired by ancient Chinese jade, which is 
sci-fi without losing ancient charm, and realizes the ingenious combination between modern 
aesthetics and traditional culture, as shown in Figure 6. 

Han's interactive UI design also has a natural and smooth feeling like poetry, painting and 
calligraphy, and a smart and light changing atmosphere. At the same time, it hides the beautiful 
posture of Chinese Tai Chi aesthetics, bringing a feeling like "flowing clouds and flowing water". 
It gives "Xing" the meaning of "traveling", and "cloud" is extended to "intelligent technology". 
The combination of "walking clouds" and "flowing water" not only represents the smart and 
carefree use experience for users through intelligent technology in UI, but also combines the 
beauty of traditional culture, modern wisdom and future technology, highlighting BYD Han's 
industrial technology ability and Chinese cultural connotation. 

 

 
Fig. 7 User interface of Chinese central control screen 

6. Conclusions 

BYD Han's integration of national culture, modern science and technology, and craftsmanship 
perfectly interprets the continuous progress of China's independent brands in technology and 
the cultural blending in design. Its core design concept is to highlight the existence of some 
excellent Chinese cultural elements, establish the connotation recognition of the brand culture 
of "China Series cars", increase the added value of products and enhance the product force from 
the design, and strengthen the cultural confidence of consumers for self owned brand cars. 
Behind this idea is a development trend of Chinese national automobile brands, that is, it is 
necessary to keep forging ahead in cutting-edge technology, form a confident situation, 
highlight Chinese excellent traditional cultural elements in automobile product design, make 
the world deeply impressed with Chinese automobile products through these unique national 
cultural marks, and help break the cultural monopoly of overseas automobile brands such as 
"German cars" and "Japanese cars". I believe that more and more Chinese national automobile 
brands will conform to this design development trend, and with the passage of time, they will 
continue to develop and make progress, so that Chinese people can buy Chinese cars and love 
to drive Chinese cars as confidently as they buy smart phones today, and also enable Chinese 
cars to continue to open up overseas markets and make the world recognize Chinese cars more. 

Today's world is undergoing a great change that has never happened in a hundred years, and 
the global pattern is welcoming a new round of reshuffle. This is also a great opportunity period 
for the development of China's automobile industry and the upgrading of its design strategy. 
The excellent culture of the Chinese nation for 5,000 years has provided continuous inspiration 
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and motivation for the design and development of China's automobile industry. Culture is 
prosperous, culture is strong, national rejuvenation, and it is imperative to design strategic 
culture. BYD's "Chinese-style" design language conforms to this trend, and the aesthetic 
principles of Chinese traditional culture are adopted in the design of exterior and interior, 
showing the beauty of Chinese culture and embodying Chinese cultural self-confidence. The rise 
of China's automobile industry development is bound to be the simultaneous rise of Chinese 
culture and Chinese design! 
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